


14th January 2021 – PHSE

Steps to success

I can analyse and justify why my group chose an activity and how this contributes to 
making the world a better place. 

I can explain and evidence why we chose an act of kindness/charity based on the 
experiences and needs of those people affected.

Key vocabulary:
Dream, Hope, Goal, Feeling, Achievement, Money, Global Issue, Suffering, Concern 
and Hardship



Connect me:

Connect me:

Time to play a game called “fairness”.  The aim of the game is to go around the room 
and ask “to me being fair is when…………….continue until the teacher/family says stop.



Calm me:



Now we are going to look at some slides of different people, 
answer the following questions for as many as you can:

1) What the picture is showing? 

2) Where the picture might have been taken (e.g. country)

3) What might be the difficulty the child/people/person lives with in this situation? 

4) What might help their situation? 

5) How you feel about the situation?



















After looking through the slides:

Where are the main difficulties in the world? 

How does this situation make you feel? 

What other issues can you think of that affects people in the world?



Now let’s get creative!  
Today each one of you will complete a “bunting/flag” piece (triangle) to fill in:

‘My dream for the world’ – should be written on them followed by a statement as to 
what your dream for the world will be.

Children can then share their “dreams for the world” as they peg/attach their 
triangle to the string to make bunting.

(Those of you working at home, create a triangle or any shape and add what your 
dream for the world would be and send them on DOJO for me to view).



Now complete Piece three of your “Jigsaw Journal”.


